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Introduction

Context
Providing an explicit architectural description [Garl93, Perr92] of a software system has been proposed as a way to offer an effective basis for reuse, to reduce the erosion of the overall system structure, and to support dependency and consistency analysis [Perr92] . Currently, most of the software architecture community focuses on defining and experimenting with formalisms to capture architecture while the system is specified and developed [Dean95, Shaw95, Luck95] . However, there is a large body of existing code which needs to be maintained and would also benefit from an architectural description. Thus, there is a need to recover architectural descriptions for existing systems.
The Bauhaus project 1 , a research collaboration between the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering and the University of Stuttgart, aims at recovering the software architecture of a system as multiple views which describe the main components of the system, their connectors (how they communicate), and the configurations (protocols, dependencies, and overall organization) of these connectors and components.
conservative alternative is to proceed by successive abstraction, i.e., starting at a lower level of components and then recovering composite components as collections of smaller components. This is the path selected by the authors. This article compares techniques to identify instances of the following three kinds of low-level components:
• An abstract data type (ADT) [Lisk74] is an abstraction of a type which encapsulates all the type's valid operations and hides the details of the implementation of those operations by providing access to instances of such a type exclusively through a well-defined set of operations.
• An abstract data object (ADO) is a group of global variables together with the routines which access them. These clusters are also called objects [Ghez91] or object instances [Yeh95] .
• Cross-breedings of ADTs and ADOs are called hybrid components (HC). They consist of routines, variables, and types. The main difference between an ADT and an ADO is that one can have any number of instances of an ADT by declaring objects of this type whereas there is always exactly one ADO. The example of the C code fragment in Figure 1 will make this distinction clearer. It contains an abstract data type table with three associated routines, namely create, fetch, and insert. It also contains an ADO that consists of the global variable signal_arrived and the routines signal, reset, and is_signal_set.
An example for a hybrid component is an implementation of an abstract data type List that counts in a global variable how many instances of List are created at runtime.
We have named these components atomic components because they are among the smallest components that are significant at the architectural level (a case study [Gira97a] suggested this conclusion).
For well-engineered systems written in modern programming languages, recovery of atomic components is fairly easy because modern programming languages have means to express these atomic components. For example, in Ada we could specify the two atomic components of Figure 1 as shown in Figure 2 (we only show the package specifications and omit the private sections). The implementation details of the ADT Table are declared private and the global state variable is not visible because its declaration is hidden in the package body. Thus, only the routines listed in the package specification can be real accessor routines. In C, these means for narrowing down the scope of declarations do not exist. Any type declared in a header file is completely public. Likewise, any global variable is public unless it is declared static and even then it is at least visible within the file in which it is declared. (A file represents the only grouping mechanism in C, whereas one can have nested packages in an Ada compilation unit.) Each routine in the scope of these declarations could be a designated accessor routine. Because of the much wider scope of these declarations, the problem of how to judge whether a routine is indeed an accessor routine is much harder.
Usefulness of Atomic Component Recovery
Atomic components provide a good first low-level abstraction according to our initial experience. When software engineers were asked to identify atomic components in a set of C systems without the help of automatic techniques, they obtained significant ADTs, ADOs, and HCs to which they were able to assign names and concepts in most cases. During a later case study, one software engineer who had to describe the architecture of an existing system after identifying its atomic components reported that the atomic components constitute good background information to support this task. In fact, larger components often contain atomic components. So, identifying them can help in recognizing the larger components. For example, in Bash, a system used in our experiment, the command handler is decomposed into many subcommand handlers (if_com, for_com, select_com, while_com, group_com, simple_com, ...) which are identified atomic components.
Atomic components recovery supports other tasks than architecture recovery in program comprehension and re-engineering. Many atomic components represent application concepts, e.g., an account in a banking system. This allows for a direct mapping from the application domain onto the implementation and so guides the programmer's search in a program comprehension activity. In addition, atomic components support program comprehension by offering a means to "divide and conquer" the understanding task by focussing the attention of maintainers on the key data structures and their operations or the state variables and their accessors; then at the next level of abstraction, the system can be analyzed as a collection of communicating atomic components. Many re-engineering tasks are based on atomic components. For example, in order to migrate a procedural system to an object-oriented one, the atomic components have to be detected first; only then, one can take care of inheritance relationships among them. For reuse, atomic components are package Tables is  type Table is interesting because they are rather low-level entities, i.e., their dependencies are limited to few other things and hence can often be more easily reused than larger components. In the context of forward engineering, the role of these atomic components has been recognized to support information hiding and thus maintainability [Ghez91] . Guttag [Gutt77] argues that ADTs are a good way to design systems because they provide unambiguous specifications that can be used to partition implementation tasks, they can be formally verified, and they postpone implementation decisions, leading to more efficient implementations chosen after more is known about the behavior of the system. This rationale could also be extended to perfective maintenance, once ADTs are recovered and have been cleanly and clearly encapsulated.
Purity of Atomic Components
The definitions of ADTs, ADOs, and HCs provided above describe the ideal situation in which programmers would always be aware of and respect the encapsulation of these atomic components. In practice, in languages like C, atomic components are seldom captured explicitly and software development does not always exploit them. As a result, their encapsulation is often violated by direct accesses which bypass the accessor functions of the atomic components.
In general, we use the adjective pure in front of an atomic component to denote that all accesses to its internal parts proceed through its interface and the adjective rough in front of atomic components which suffer from encapsulation violation. We use the convention that, when no adjective is in front of an atomic component, it is a rough atomic component. This convention was selected because rough components are much more frequent than pure components among the atomic components identified by a group of software engineers that analyzed these systems manually for our evaluation. Actually, their task involved deciding which function accessing internal elements of a potential atomic component are part of the abstraction and which are not.
The presence of these encapsulation violations should be taken into consideration by reverse engineering techniques which attempt to identify atomic components in an automatic or semiautomatic fashion.
Related Research
Recently, different groups have began to explore how concept analysis can be used to detect atomic components. Concepts analysis provides a way to identify groupings of entities that have common attributes. A concept is a set of entities (usually functions) and a set of attributes (referenced variables, signature types, or other relationships) where each entity has all attributes. Concept analysis yields a lattice of concepts based on the subconcept relationship. The concept lattice allows direct insight into the structure of the original relation between the entities and attributes and is used to retrieve atomic components. The approaches using concepts analysis differ in the relationships considered and the way the concept lattice is interpreted [Lindig97, Siff97, Sahr97, Canf99] .
Other approaches are based on data flow information. Gall and Klösch start with data flow diagrams [Gall95] and Valasareddi and Carver identify objects in a variant of the program dependency graph [Vala98].
Focus of the Article
This article compares five published techniques which extract ADTs and ADOs from source code without extensive data flow analysis. A prototype tool implementing each technique has been developed and applied to three medium-size systems written in C. The results from each approach are compared with the atomic components identified by hand by a group of software engineers. These people did not know the automatic techniques that were going to be applied to the systems. The atomic components identified by the group of software engineers constitute our benchmark.
This article extends our previous article [Gira97c] by discussing how the software engineers' atomic component identification was validated and by analyzing the false positives, i.e., the atomic components identified by automatic approaches which were not identified by software engineers. It also reports some different results because, during the year since the original publication, we have discovered minor improvements to the automatic identification techniques (see Section 2.3 and 2.4 for details) and we performed a review of the atomic components identified by software engineers.
Article Overview
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of each of the five techniques implemented and compared. Section 3 describes the benchmark we used to compare the detection quality of automatic techniques. Section 4 presents how we evaluated whether the atomic components identified by software engineers could be used as a benchmark. Section 5 presents the experiment and the results. In Section 6, we analyze the atomic components identified by automatic approaches which were not identified by software engineers. Section 7 analyzes whether the techniques can complement each other. Section 8 concludes and proposes further research.
Heuristics for Automatically Detecting Atomic Components
At a higher level of abstraction, an abstract data type consists of a domain of values for the type and some allowed operations on that type [Somm92] . In an implementation of an abstract data type, the domain of values is implemented by a data structure which is read and set by routines -its operations. The user of an abstract data type can declare objects of that type and pass them as actual parameters to the operations. Consequently, it is a necessary prerequisite for operations of an abstract data type to mention the data type in their signature, i.e., their parameter list or their return type in the case of functions. That is, all routines with a data type T in their signature are candidates for an operation of the abstract data type T. However, this prerequisite is necessary but not sufficient. Some routines simply pass a value of T to other routines and are not true operations of T. Many routines have more than one parameter type, making it necessary to decide which one they belong to. For all sorts of routines which convert one type to another type this can be very hard to judge. Sometimes -especially in programming languages that do not provide record types such as Fortran77 -one even has to look at several basetypes of the underlying programming language in a parameter list to form one abstract data type. For example, one can have a stack implementation that passes two parameters, one for the stack contents realized by an array and one for the stack pointer implemented by an integer type.
Similarly, an abstract data objects represents an abstraction of a state and the operations that manipulate the state. The state is implemented by a set of static global variables. These variables are set and used by the operations of the abstract data objects. Most of the time, programmers do not make the effort to group the global variables of an ADO together as components of a record structure to make the connection of the variables obvious. In many old programming languages they even would not have a chance to do so because these do not support user-defined data types.
Moreover, even in programs written in modern programming languages one often finds accesses to these global variables by routines that do no belong to the ADO because of efficiency considerations. All that makes it difficult for a maintainer to identify the variables that together make up the abstract state and the routines that really represent the ADO's operations.
Considering these facts, it is obvious that the naive approach of grouping types together with all routines whose signature refers to them and of aggregating variables with all routines that set or use them, leads to erroneously large candidate components. This strategy is discussed in the next subsection for global variable references. In the rest of this section, we present heuristics proposed to avoid erroneously large ADT and ADO candidates by going beyond the simple reference criterion. Some of them can detect ADTs as well as ADOs, some of them are specialized on one type of atomic component. Those that can detect both types of atomic components merge the results of ADO and ADT detection into a hybrid candidate if there is a routine that belongs to both an ADT and an ADO.
The C code example of Figure 3 will be used to illustrate the various heuristics.
In the rest of this section, we give a brief overview of the investigated techniques. Section 5.3 is going to give a quantitative evaluation and Section 5.4 contains a qualitative discussion for each technique.
Global Variable References
Yeh et al. [Yeh95] identify ADOs by grouping global variables and all the routines that access them, regardless of where they are declared. We will refer to this strategy as Global Reference. In the case of a global error variable used in many parts of the system, this approach will collapse a large part of the system into one atomic component. Yeh et al. propose to exclude frequently used variables from the analysis to avoid this unwanted effect.
Applied to the example of Figure 3 , Global Reference would find the ADO {stack, init, push, pop}.
Same Module Heuristic
One simple heuristic that follows programming conventions and is easy to apply is to group together routines only with those data types in their signature and referenced global variables that are declared in the same module. In the case of Ada, a package body and its specification would form a module. In C, modules do not exist, but programmers simulate the lacking concept by a header file f.h for the specification and a C file f.c for the body. Same Module [Gira97a] assumes that programmers are disciplined and follow this convention.
Despite its rather simple nature, Same Module yielded very good results in our experiment. This heuristic can be applied to detect ADTs as well as ADOs.
For the example of Figure 3 , Same Module would propose one ADT {T, List, empty, prepend, first, last} and one ADO {stack, init, push, pop}.
Part Type Heuristic
Often, we find abstract data types that represent some sort of container of other abstract data types. For example, queues are containers of processes, or an account contains data about its owner and the deposited money. For such abstract data types there is usually an operation that takes an element and puts it into the container. For a process queue, for example, there will be an insert routine with two arguments: the process to be inserted and the queue itself. Even though both types are mentioned in its signature, we would not consider insert to be an operation for processes but for queues. The Part Type heuristic reflects this perception. It is based on the part type relationship which is defined as:
• a type PT that is used in the declaration of another type T is called a part type of T, denoted PT < T • the part type relationship is transitive; i.e., if PT < T1 and T1 < T, then PT < T holds Part Type groups a routine with those types in its signature that are not a part type of another type in the same signature. This can be illustrated with the example of Figure 3 in which we find the following declarations:
typedef ... T; struct List {int len; T cont[100];}; void prepend (struct List *l, T t) { Here, T is a part type of List. That is why prepend would be an operation of List according to Part Type and not of T though both are mentioned in the signature of prepend.
Liu and Wilde proposed this heuristic in [Liu90] . Its basic assumption is that a part type is actually used to be put into its container or to be retrieved from it. It does not check this assumption. Part Type can only be applied for detecting abstract data types.
Because T is a part type of List in the example in Figure 3 , Part Type would detect one ADT consisting of {List, empty, prepend, first, last}.
Internal Access Heuristic
The purpose of an abstract data type is to hide implementation details of the internal data structure by providing access to it exclusively through a well-defined set of operations. The idealized encapsulation principle entails that all routines that access internal components of the abstract data type are considered to be the data type's operations, which is exactly the attitude of the Internal Access heuristic. Internal access for a type T means:
• if T is an array, any index subscript is an internal access;
• if T is a record, any field selection is an internal access;
• if T is a pointer, any dereference is an internal access. The Internal Access heuristic associates types with those routines that have an internal access to them. Yeh et al. presented this heuristic in [Yeh95] . Originally, they only proposed to consider internal access to record types, but the same can be applied to arrays and pointers as well.
Though originally only suggested by its authors for detecting abstract data types, this heuristic can also be used to find abstract data objects in cases in which state is implemented by record, array, or pointer variables We will refer to the strategy to extend Internal Access to detect ADOs as Variable Internal Access as opposed to Global Reference discussed in Section 2.1. Since many ADOs consist of separate global variables of primitive types, we also extend Variable Internal Access to consider applications of standard operators as internal accesses. When a standard operator is applied to a variable, the variable is no longer used abstractly  the programmer leverages his or her knowledge about the type of the variable. In other words, we extend the notion of internal access toward non-abstract usage. Our implementation of Internal Access has evolved since the results were originally reported [Gira97c] . It now counts as internal access any access to the internal parts of a local variable of the same type as the parameter. This is intended to capture the pattern that a parameter will often be copied into a local variable and then accessed and modified. Tracking this pattern precisely would require data flow analysis. We have found that our approximation matches reality in most cases.
In the example of Figure 3 , empty, prepend, first, and last would be added by Internal Access for ADTs to the type List because of their internal access to it. Variable Internal Access would not detect the ADO {stack, init, push, pop} because the routines do not access the internal record components of stack.
Interconnectivity Metric
The approach proposed by Canfora et al. [Canf93, Canf96] uses a heuristic based on usage patterns to generate ADO candidates. These candidates are then ranked according to an index which measures the variation in "internal connectivity" of the system due to the introduction of these ADOs. The method selects candidates with a value of internal connectivity above a threshold obtained by statistical sampling.
The heuristic and the evaluation metric are defined on the variables reference graph that describes the usage of global variables by functions. They can be explained more easily in terms of the following definitions, given a function f and a global variable v:
• the context of f is the set of all variables it sets or uses • functions related to f are all functions which set or use variables in the context of f • closely-related functions of f are all functions which set or use only variables in the context of f • functions referencing v are all functions which set or use v Given the variables reference graph of Figure 4 and F as the function under consideration, then the context of F is {v 1 , v 2 }, the functions related to F are {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 }, and the closely related functions are {f 1 , f 2 }. The candidate that is proposed as an abstract data object consists of all closely related routines of the given function F plus the context of F, i.e., all variables set or used by F. In the example of Figure 4 , this is {v 1 , v 2 , F, f 1 , f 2 } for the given function F. Note that the proposed clusters depend upon the given function. Suppose F also references variable v 3 , then the cluster for F would be {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , F, f 1 , f 2 , f 3 }; from the perspective of f 3 we would get the cluster {v 2 , v 3 , f 2 , f 3 }. Thus clusters can overlap. The internal connectivity measure (IC) and the improvement in internal connectivity (∆IC) are defined as:
The underlying intuition is to have only few references of variables from outside the cluster (this motivates the internal connectivity measure IC) and only few routines in the cluster that reference only one variable of the cluster (the second term in the formula for ∆IC). The latter is aimed at clusters whose parts are more tightly coupled. The original approach presented in [Canf96] uses the algorithm outlined in Figure 5 .
The current article leaves out the slicing step, in which the bodies of routines are physically sliced into parts that reference different variables, because this would modify the functions of the resulting system, hence making the comparison with manual results and results from other techniques more ambiguous. Removing the slicing step reduces this approach to considering only one iteration. The original approach also let the user decide which candidates should be merged when they overlap. Because a fair comparison did not allow user intervention, we merged candidates that overlapped to more than 70% and otherwise allowed clusters to overlap.
For the experiment described in Section 5, the reported thresholds were established by running the prototype with all threshold values between 0.1 and 1.0 by increments of 0.1, identifying the threshold which produced the best results (balancing high recall rate as defined in Section 5.3 and low number of false positives), and performing more runs in intervals of 0.1 centered on this threshold using increments of 0.01.
Similarity Clustering Approach
Schwanke proposed a Similarity Clustering approach to detect subsystem using a similarity metric between routines [Schw91] . We adjusted the approach to atomic component identification by generalizing the similarity metric, adding informal information, relationship-based weights, and adapting many of its parameters [Gira97b] . The extended Similarity Clustering approach groups entities (functions, user-defined types, and global variables) according to the proportion of features (entities they access, their name, the file where they are defined, etc.) they have in common. It is best explained in terms of the resource flow graph. 
IC(F)
closely related functions of F functions related to
build variables reference graph create cluster candidates using a heuristic for each candidate compute improvement in cohesion metric (∆IC) if improvement >= threshold then select candidate else slice remaining functions using different clusters' variables until graph contains only isolated subgraphs consisting of a variable grouping with one or more functions
The resource flow graph (RFG) is a graph abstraction of a system which captures typical relationships between routines, variables, and user-defined types, the building blocks of atomic components. The relationships considered in this approach are illustrated in the entity-relationship diagram of Figure 6 . This entity-relationship model defines the structure of a resource flow graph which is an abstraction of the source code. Nodes of this graph stand for the entities and edges express the relationships among entities.
The intuition of the Similarity Clustering approach is that if these features reflect the correct direct and indirect relationships between these entities, then entities which have the most similar relationships should belong to the same ADT or ADO. Functions, variables, and types are grouped according to the following algorithm:
In each iteration of this algorithm, a similarity metric measures the proportion of features which are shared. The algorithm terminates when "existing groups are satisfactory". In the experiment reported in this article, groups are considered satisfactory when the most similar groups have a similarity which is below a certain threshold. This threshold is established experimentally on systems where some atomic components are known.
The similarity metric is constructed of three layers: • The similarity between two groups of entities which is defined in terms of similarity between entities across groups.
• The similarity between two entities which is a weighted sum of various aspects of similarity.
• Each specific aspect of similarity between two entities. The similarity between two groups of entities S 1 and S 2 is defined as the average of the similarities of all pairs of entities in the two sets: The similarity between two entities A and B is the weighted sum of various aspects of similarity (the factors x i are used to adjust the influence of the various aspects):
Each aspect is normalized to obtain values between 0 and 1, so the resulting similarity is also normalized. The following aspects are included in the similarity metric for the experiment reported in this article:
• Direct relation aspect, denoted by , captures the relations between the two entities. It is computed on the resource flow graph as the weighted sum of edges between A and B divided by the weighted sum of all possible edge types between A and B.
• Indirect relation aspect, denoted by , captures the relations with common neighbors in the resource flow graph.
• Informal information aspect, denoted by , captures some of the information that is ignored by the semantics of programming languages, but is used by programmers to communicate the intent of a program like comments, identifier names, file organization, etc. Here, it is computed as the proportion of common substrings in identifiers and the files containing the entities A and B. The exact formulae, the rationale behind them, along with the experience calibrating and evaluating Similarity Clustering are reported in [Gira99] .
Reference Components
In order to establish a comparison point for the detection quality of the automatic recovery techniques, a group of software engineers manually compiled a list of reference atomic components for three systems. For the evaluation, we compared the components proposed by automatic techniques, called candidate atomic components, to the reference components. This section summarizes how the reference components were obtained and validated. The experiment that uses these reference components to evaluate the techniques is discussed in Section 5.
Systems Studied
The analyses described above were applied to three medium size C programs (see Table 1 for their characteristics). Aero is an X-window-based simulator for rigid body systems [Kell95] , Bash is a Unix shell, and CVS is a tool for controlling concurrent software development. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Human Analysts
Five software engineers were given the task of identifying atomic components in each system. Table 2 summarizes their experience and how the task was divided among them.
There was no overlap of their work. They needed between 20 and 35 hours for each system to gather the atomic components of the respective system. The software engineers were provided with the source code of each system, the Rigi tool [Müll86] , a summary of connections (depicted in Figure 6 ) between global variables, types, and functions, and the guidelines given in Figure 7 .
To compensate for the fact that Bash analysis was distributed among three software engineers, they performed a review of each other's work and came to a consensus on the final reference components. The guideline did not exclude overlap between atomic components, i.e., sharing elements among components. However, the software engineers produced few overlapping atomic components. In order to assure uniformity across the reference components, we resolved the overlaps by assigning each of the overlapping elements to one of the two reference components. This caused minor modifications to Aero and Bash reference components. CVS remained untouched, since its components were not overlapping. Table 3 shows the respective numbers of all forms of atomic components (abstract data types, abstract data objects, hybrid components) that were identified by the group of software engineers for each system studied. These reference components constitute the reference set to which the candidates of the automatic techniques are compared. Identify the existing atomic components present in this system. These are ADO, ADT, or a combination of both.
• Here we gave the definitions of abstract data type and abstract data objects that we already presented in the introduction (Section 1.2) of this paper.
• The key difference of ADT and ADO is that an ADT is built around a type and an ADO around a set of simple global variables. This can be decided automatically, so do not waste time writing it down. Just identify the functions, variables, and types which belong together because they are cohesive and correspond to the idea of ADO and/or ADT.
• In practice, programmers sometimes break the encapsulation principle, therefore we widen the definition of abstract data objects and abstract data types to clusters of types or variables, respectively, with their accessor routines. The internal representation of ADTs and ADOs can be public.
• N.B.: Not all functions, variables, or types have to be put into an ADO, ADT, or HC.
• In general, your experience and understanding has more value than rules, you are the last judge of what constitutes an ADO/ADT. 
Reference Components Quality
The fact that our reference atomic components used as comparison point were produced by people raises two questions: Whether other software engineers would identify the same atomic components and how much their opinion would differ. This section describes how these questions were investigated.
Acceptable Oracle
The first step we took was to define when a set of reference atomic components can act as an acceptable oracle against which the results of techniques can be compared. The following assumptions are central to the notion of oracle we used:
I. One assumption is that the oracle does not have to be complete to be acceptable. That is to say, that it does not contain all possible atomic components that some particularly creative software engineer could find, but a reasonable subset of those that would be considered correct by most software engineers. II. On the other hand, the oracle should not contain any false atomic components, that is, atomic components which would be considered incorrect by most software engineers.
Multiple Software Engineers
In order to investigate whether multiple software engineers would identify the same atomic components, we performed an experiment on a subset of CVS containing 2.8 Kloc. This subset is composed of the following key files: history.c, lock.c, cvs.h. These source files were distributed along with a cross-reference table indicating the relation among types, global variables, and functions. Four software engineers were given the task of identifying the atomic components present. We collected a description of the procedure they followed along with their results, then looked for cases where they seemed to have broken their own procedures and asked them to refine either their procedure or their results. We also revisited with them those atomic components where a comment indicated that they were unsure or something was unclear and corrected their results according to their conclusions.
The four software engineers agreed on the basic principles that characterize an atomic component. There were some divergences on the details, for example one of them added to ADT functions that did not have the type T of the ADT in their signature, but applied a cast of type T to one of their parameters. These divergences occurred rarely.
Level of Agreement
Given four versions of the atomic components that were found by different software engineers, the next question is how to compare these versions in such a way as to quantify the level of their agreement. Before constructing a formula to evaluate this agreement, we need to define the conditions under which the results of two software engineers agree: 1. The fact that in certain contexts, overlaps of atomic components are meaningful and the fact that no directive excluding overlaps was given to the software engineers lead us to accept overlaps in the reference components. 2. When two software engineers recognize an atomic component, they should agree, to a high degree, on the types, variables, and functions it contains. Therefore, when two atomic components share 20% or less of the union 1 of their elements, they should be considered unrelated and should not be taken into account when computing the agreement level between software engineers. 3. It is possible to describe certain complex atomic components at different levels of granularity.
To accommodate this possibility, when comparing an atomic component that has been decomposed into many atomic components by another analyst, the large atomic component should be compared to the combination of all the corresponding decomposed atomic components.
The proposed measure of agreement between sets of atomic components reflects these rules and the assumptions for an acceptable oracle. It is constructed using an intuitive notion of agreement between two sets, which is captured by the following formula:
• At the basic level, the agreement measure compares two atomic components, a and b. The simple-agreement between them is defined to be: To reflect the different levels of granularity used by different software engineers (rule 3), it is necessary, in some cases, to compare a single large atomic component (AC) to a group of ACs that corresponds to a decomposition of the larger one. In order to perform such a comparison with a larger AC a, the agreement measure has to select the appropriate group of smaller ACs s i from all the components which overlap a. The smaller ACs s i should share a large proportion of their elements with a (using as measure). For this evaluation, this proportion selected is 70% because for many ADTs that contain 3-5 functions, a single mismatched function would still imply 70% sharing. The group of all the relevant small components s i is combined as and compared to a. The decomposition-agreement of a is defined to be:
• 0 if a and are unrelated (i.e., )
• if they are not unrelated (i.e., )
The agreement between the sets of ACs (A,B) identified by two software engineers combines the notions introduced above. It combines the simple-agreement of simple ACs of A and B, taken in pairs and the decomposition-agreement of each single AC that is decomposed into multiple smaller ACs in the other reference set. In both cases, the agreement is divided by the number of cases where the agreements are not unrelated. This agreement formula, named reference-setagreement(A,B), is computed as the sum of the following terms:
1. N.B. 20% corresponds to 1 function match in a 4-5-functions-ADT (median size of these sets). The reference-set-agreements obtained for the four versions of the atomic components identified by different software engineers is presented in Table 4. For these software engineers, the average reference-set-agreement is 0.75. These agreements lead us to believe that the reference components are a suitable comparison point.
Experiment
This section compares the atomic components recovered by the approaches presented (called candidates) to those identified by software engineers (called references). But first it explains how the comparison is actually performed.
Comparison of Candidate and Reference Components
Candidate components Cs and reference components Rs are compared using an approximate matching to accommodate the fact that the distribution of functions, global variables, and types into atomic components is sometimes subjective. We treat one component S as a match of another component T (denoted by S << T) if at least 70% 1 percent of the elements of S are also in T.
Based on this approximation, the generated candidates are classified into three categories according to their usefulness to a software engineer looking for atomic components:
• Good when the match between a candidate C and a reference R is close (i.e., C<<R and R<<C). Matches of this type would require a quick verification by the maintainer in order to identify the few elements which should be removed or added to the atomic component when these ACs are to be exploited by further architecture recovery activities.
• Ok when the relationship holds only in one direction for candidate C and reference R:
-C << R, but not R << C. The candidate C is too detailed. This case is denoted as n~1.
-R << C, but not C << R. The candidate C is too large. This case is denoted as 1~n. Partial matches of this type require more attention to combine or refine a component. The denotation n~1 and 1~n reflects the fact that multiple Ok matches may exist for a given R or C. • All others are bad candidate components. They are not close enough to the reference components to guide the software engineer's work. We denote this case as n~m. 
Accuracy
In order to indicate the quality of imperfect matches of candidate and reference components, an accuracy factor has been associated with each match. The accuracy between a candidate C and a reference R is computed using the following formula:
For matches between more than two components (n~1 and 1~n), the union of all elements of the n components is used to compute the accuracy. The accuracy is not defined for n~m matches because the correspondence of candidates and references is ambiguous.
Benchmark Results
We applied the techniques listed in Table 5 to recover atomic components of the three systems described in Section 3.1. Note that some of the techniques are only designed for detecting one type of atomic component, some are basically able to detect both ADTs and ADOs. A in Table 5 means that the technique is suitable to detect the type of atomic component, a ⊥ tells that it is not. In [Yeh95] , Yeh et al. used Internal Access to detect ADTs and Global Reference to detect ADOs. We used Internal Access in the comparison to detect both ADTs and ADOs, since, in principle, there is no reason why Internal Access should not be applied to detect ADOs.
Results for hybrid components are not directly reported because there were not enough hybrid components in the reference sets for a valid evaluation. Instead, since hybrid components can be viewed as extended ADTs or ADOs, hybrid components are part of the reference set to which the candidates are compared. A technique suitable for ADT or ADO detection can at least partially detect a hybrid component. Hence, the reference set for a technique suitable to detect ADTs contains all reference ADTs and hybrid components, while the reference set for a technique detecting ADOs consists of the abstract data objects and hybrid components among the references.
Furthermore, atomic components containing only 2 elements have been observed to almost always correspond to false positives (bad components). For this reason they have been filtered out from the results of each approach. Moreover, since the largest reference components for the subject systems have less than 50 elements, another filter was applied that ignores candidates with more than 75 elements; i.e., the size of the candidates was not allowed to exceed 50% of the largest reference component. This restriction mainly affected Global Reference and Part Type, which both tend to produce very large candidates. Candidates of that size would require too much effort for validation and are therefore of little help to a maintainer. This filtering was not employed in previous articles [Gira97b, Gira97c, Gira98] and leads to different, but more meaningful results. 
Detection quality. The detailed detection quality of a technique is a vector of the good and the OK matches along with their respective accuracies, the number of false positives, and the number of references that were not even partially detected by the technique. The latter are called missed references. The detailed information for the good and Ok matches is given in Table 6 . For a quick comparison, however, the following summarizing definition of the overall recall rate is useful:
The recall rate abstracts from the level of granularity  since good and Ok matches are treated equally by this definition  and ignores false positives. The number of false positive is a different aspect and is not captured by this definition because  depending on the task at hand  a higher number of false positives in favor of a higher recall rate may be acceptable. The numbers of false positives and missed references will be given in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the summarizing recall rates for ADT and ADO detection, respectively. As mentioned before, Delta-IC is not designed to detect ADTs and Part Type cannot detect ADOs. To be fair, we must also mention that the reference components were used to calibrate Similarity Clustering and Delta-IC that require parameter and threshold adjustments. In practice, one does not have the reference components in advance and has to estimate parameters based on a manually extracted list of reference components of a representative sample of the system. The parameters for Similarity Clustering were obtained on samples of 20-25% of the reference components. For calibration of Delta IC, we used all reference components.
Results.
ADT recall rate. According to these summaries, the effectiveness of a technique strongly depends upon the system. In the case of ADTs of Aero, all techniques are similarly effective. In the case of Bash, Internal Access is better than all other techniques. Internal Access is also among the best techniques for the other systems. Likewise, Part Type has a constantly high recall rate for all systems while Same Module fails for Bash. Similarity Clustering is the second best technique with respect to the recall rate for all systems.
ADO recall rate. Same Module identifies more abstract data objects than any other approach. Similarity Clustering has also one of the higher recall rates. All other techniques are worse, in par- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The overall result of this evaluation is that none of the automatic techniques finds all the ADTs and ADOs found by humans. The closest recall rate of Same Module for CVS is a rare exception. In most cases, the best recall rates are between 20 and 40 percent.
Furthermore, the number of false positives and missed references is high for many automatic techniques. False positives deserve special attention and, hence, we devote Section 6 to their analysis.
Qualitative Comparison
After the quantitative comparison described in the last section, we analyzed divergences between candidate and reference components for the respective methods.
Global Reference. If programmers followed the information hiding principle, Global Reference would detect all abstract data objects without any false positive. However, this is only the case for a few ADOs. When there is a subprogram that accesses variables of different ADOs, Global References unites the elements of these ADOs to one single candidate. This could be observed for many ADOs of all systems. Because very large candidates were filtered, Global Reference achieved no sufficient recall rate.
Part Type. As opposed to Same Module, Part Type does not rely on the programmer's distribution of routines into modules. However, it assumes that the parameter of a part type is actually used to be put into its container or to be retrieved from it. Since it does not analyze the actual usage any further, it is going to fail if this assumption is false. Moreover, in most signatures, there is no part type and, therefore, the Part Type heuristic equals Global References for ADOs with its problem of erroneously large candidates.
Same Module. The postulate of Same Module is that the programmer structures files according to atomic components. If a programmer puts each routine in a separate file, Same Module cannot yield any result. Moreover, for modules with several distinct abstract data types containing conversion routines between each other, this heuristic groups all those routines and data types together in one large component.
Detection of abstract data types with this heuristic did not work well for Bash. Bash has a header file with system-wide type declarations. The routines, however, are implemented in several other C files that include the type declarations. Detection of abstract data objects succeeded better since global variables are never declared in header files (they can only be declared there as external). Moreover, the programmers of the subject systems often took advantage of the means of the programming language C for information hiding of global variables: These variables are often declared static. The limited means in C for information hiding of ADTs, on the other hand, were not used.
Large files can be a problem for Same Module. In CVS, for example, we found a type RCS node which encapsulates dependencies on the underlying revision control system (RCS) of CVS. This node type is declared in one huge file where many routines use it as a parameter. Consequently, Same Module created a very large atomic component candidate. The group of software engineers has refined this candidate into different aspects of the RCS subsystem.
Internal Access. Internal Access groups user-defined data types and global variables with the routines that access their internal parts. As opposed to Part Type, Internal Access really checks how the parameter type is used. However, in real programs, one often finds the encapsulation principle violated. This frequently happens for reasons of efficiency or convenience in the case of data types of which the programmer is convinced that their representation will never change. If there are many violations of the information hiding principle, Internal Access yields very large candidates analogously to Global Reference or Part Type.
This heuristic did badly in ADO detection for at least two reasons. First, if there is a global table, such as an array of error messages, all readers of this table are considered operators of this abstract data object which yields an erroneously large component. Second, it misses all accessor routines that only set or use the variables of the ADO as a whole. In order to group a subprogram with a variable by Internal Access, the subprogram must use the variable non-abstractly, i.e., either internally access the variable or apply a standard operator to it. If the variable is of a primitive type and the subprogram only sets or uses the variable, however, the subprogram will not be grouped with the variable. Unfortunately, it is a common phenomenon for abstract data objects to have separate global variables that together form an object. For example, stacks are often declared as two distinct variables, one for the contents and one for the stack pointer. The latter is declared as integer and used as an index to the array implementation for the contents. Then, a function returning the size of the stack by returning the value of the stack pointer will not be recognized as part of the abstract data object, since there is no internal access. If programmers put the distinct variables together in a record type, the connection among the variables would be obvious and each access to the variables as record components would be a non-abstract usage. However, because abstract data objects have only one instance, programmers do not make the effort.
Delta-IC.
A problem of Delta IC is to establish the right threshold. It depends on the specificity of the system studied and cannot necessarily be directly reused. For the systems in this evaluation, these values were between 0.19 and 0.3. One practical solution is to take a sample of the system and perform manual recovery by applying the approach on the sample and adjusting the threshold accordingly. It is necessary to compromise between the effort required to analyze a sample manually and the quality of the results. Moreover, the definition of ∆IC is aimed at filtering out candidates that have many accessor functions that only access one single variable of the ADO. As a consequence, any ADO that actually has only one single variable cannot be detected. Furthermore, we often find accessor routines that do access only one single variable. For example, in the stack consisting of two variables for the contents and the stack pointer, a function size returning the number of elements on the stack accesses only one variable, the stack pointer. As a matter of fact, the recall rate of Delta IC doubles when filtering is only based on the internal connectivity as defined by equation (1) in Section 2.5 as opposed to ∆IC as proposed by equation (2). On the other hand, this increases also the number of false positives.
Similarity Clustering. Similarity Clustering groups variables, types, and routines according to a similarity metric which is defined in terms of direct relations, relations with common third entities, and informal information. The latter two properties distinguish this method from all others and allow for detecting logical associations, e.g., a library of logically related functions that are not connected to each other by mutual calls, global variables, or user defined types, such as a math library. This is why Similarity Clustering proposes more candidates and thereby also more false candidates than any other method; the conditions for grouping of Similarity Clustering are less "hard". As a consequence, the reason why elements were brought together by Similarity Clustering is not obvious. In the case of the other techniques, there is a clear reason while Similarity Clustering considers diverse aspects.
Similarity Clustering is more general than all other methods in that it can be used to cluster everything for which similarity can be defined. The other methods are specialized on abstract data types and/or objects.
One strength and, at the same time, weakness of Similarity Clustering is that it has many parameters that can be adjusted to the idiosyncrasies of the subject system. The flip side of this flexibility is that these parameters really have to be adjusted individually: In our experiment, the parameters that yielded the best results differed from system to system. The way Similarity Clustering is applied in practice is to calibrate the parameters on a sample of the system. We used Simulated Annealing to adjust the parameters based on the chosen samples.
Analysis of False Positives
The techniques proposed some atomic components for which no corresponding reference components existed and therefore were classified as false positives. We investigated these false positives to learn more about the weaknesses of the techniques. It turned out that a few false positives are indeed correct positives; many of these were too small to be considered by the software engineers as atomic components, others were simply overlooked by the analysts. Furthermore, we discovered that many false positives follow certain patterns and could easily be filtered out in a post analysis once the candidates are proposed by an automatic technique. This section discusses false positives in more detail. Table 7 shows the number of false positives for each approach before our manual inspection. This complements the recall rate reported in Section 5.3 for the quantitative comparison of the techniques. Note that the average size of false positive is an important factor to consider when evaluating approaches, because the time a user of the approach needs to discard a false positive is related to the size of the atomic component to validate. For this reason, Table 7 reports also the average size of false positives identified by the various techniques on each system (measured in terms of the number of functions, variables, and types of the false positive candidates).
False Positives Before Manual Validation
Overlooked Atomic Components
The techniques proposed some atomic components for which no corresponding reference component existed and that were therefore classified as false positives. The authors and one of the original analysts browsed the lists of false positives for all techniques and classified each candidate either as overlooked positive when it actually could be regarded as reasonable atomic component or else as real false positive. Figure 10 shows the number of real false positives and overlooked positives. The figure reveals that 28% of the candidates originally classified as false positives are indeed overlooked positives.
The presence of such overlooked positives is understandable since browsing a 30 KLOC program manually is a tedious process and even larger components can easily be overlooked. This is interesting because it stresses the importance of automatic support and it shows that an automatic technique does not have to be perfect in order to be useful. Moreover, some of the false positives could be justified from a different point of view (see "Different views" in the following section), i.e., the automatic techniques may provide the maintainer with another perspective.
Common Patterns of False Positives
The analysis of false positives revealed certain common patterns that could be used to filter out false positives in a post analysis after the candidates were proposed by the chosen technique. These patterns generally were found in the set of false positives of any of the examined techniques. 
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Static local variables. Some global variables are only referenced by one routine; thus, they act as static local variables of this routine but the programmer did not take advantage of the ability in C to express this explicitly. A routine with such a static local variable alone can hardly be considered an ADO.
Nested routines. Some candidates consist of a few routines among which only one is called from outside and all other routines are only called from routines within the candidate; thus, the latter are local to the routine. Hence, if the variables in the candidate are also only accessed by routines of this candidate, the candidate is rather one routine with nested subroutines (which cannot be expressed in C) and some static local variables. Usually, an atomic component has several interface routines and we would therefore not consider this kind of candidate a valid atomic component. Such clusters do provide useful information and should be presented to the user -but not as an abstract data object Constants. Some of the entities that were declared as variables by the programmers of the subject systems are indeed constants. They are initialized within their declaration and are never changed. Maybe the programmer forgot to declare them explicitly as constants or he had in mind that these variables might be changed in future extensions. Such "constant variables" do not model state and can therefore be filtered out.
Parameter passing. A more complex pattern that we also found in all systems consists of variables used for parameter passing in the presence of call backs. A call back is a call of a function F in a component A where F's address has been transmitted from another component B to A as a function pointer. Aero, as an X-window-based application, uses this schema in its user interface code. CVS has a general recursion handler that traverses directories and has a call back for each file it finds during traversal. The client of this recursion handler does not have to care about the traversal; he only has to code the function that should be applied to each file and to convey it to the recursion handler as a call back function pointer. These functions, designated by function pointers, have to have the same signature. To convey additional parameters from B to the call back function, a global variable is used. The variable is set before the call back is done and the call back function then reads the global variable. Figure 11 illustrates this kind of parameter passing in the presence of call backs. We do not consider variables used only for parameter passing to be a part of an abstract data object. This pattern could be filtered out by dataflow analysis.
System parameters. Variables used at many places in the systems often represent global system parameters, e.g., variables that indicate whether a certain command line switch was set when the program was invoked. Often, it is recommended to exclude frequently used variables [Yeh95] . However, simply excluding frequently used variables may also affect variables of an abstract data object that the programmer made public. A more reliable method is to exclude variables that are directly data dependent on the parameter argv of the main routine that contains the command line arguments of the invoked program. Other frequently used variables are so-called mode variables that indicate the general state of the system as a whole as opposed to the state of an individual abstract data object. A mode variable, for example, may indicate that an error occurred and the system is in recovery mode. It is still not clear how to distinguish these from frequently used public variables of an abstract data object.
Function pointer and enumeration types. Furthermore, the analysis of false positives revealed that function pointer types and enumeration types are generally not helpful for the detection of abstract data types. Function pointer types are often just declared for the purpose of call backs and enumeration types are either used for control variables or are part of more complex abstract data types.
Different views.
Sometimes there were different possible views and one was chosen by the analysts and the alternative view was chosen by the technique. Yet, both views could be justified. For example, in Bash, there is a file print_cmd.c that provides print commands for different data types. The software engineer decided to group these print routines with the data types, taking an objectoriented view. However, these print routines share global variables that define the current indentation and the increment of indentation. Some techniques grouped the print commands with the global variables taking a more functional view. Interestingly enough, the original programmer of Bash obviously had the functional view in mind, too, since he grouped these routines with the global variables in the same file.
Unconnected entities. An idiosyncrasy of Similarity Clustering is that it can cluster entities that are not connected at all. This happens because either they have a high informal similarity or they share a good deal of their neighbors. Since it is a prerequisite for abstract data types and objects that all their parts are at least transitively connected, we can filter out such unconnected entities.
Complementarity of Techniques
Before deciding to select one approach or a combination of approaches, one has to consider the additional information provided by the other techniques. As a first estimate of the contribution of each approach, we considered the good candidates of each technique. The first section of Table 8  (grey zone in the table) contains the distinctive contribution of each technique as the number of reference components identified by only one approach (good match). The table contains also the number of missed referenced (column "missed").
These data suggest that by combining approaches instead of using a single approach, one would significantly improve the discovery of the reference components. Yet, between 30 and 50 percent of the components still could not be matched by a good candidate. (However, they may be matched partially; Table 8 contains only good matches.) recall rate of Internal Access, for example, ranges from 23% to 55% for the abstract data types of the subject systems.
Combining these approaches instead of using a single approach, one would significantly improve the discovery of the reference components. Yet, between 30 and 50 percent of the components still could not be completely and directly found by any of the techniques. However, the components may at least partially be matched.
In evaluating these automatic techniques, one also has to state what we observed by reviewing the false positives: It turned out that 28% of the components classified as false positives could indeed be considered correct positives; they were either too small to be considered or simply overlooked in the manual process. Moreover, whereas the groups of software engineers needed about 20 -35 hours to compile the list of atomic components for each of our subject systems, each atomic component produced by the techniques can be checked by software engineers within minutes. To browse the whole list of false positives of Similarity Clustering for Bash, which was the worst case, we needed a total of 2 hours.
Future Work
This experiment will be extended to a larger number of systems to obtain more significant results and to be able to evaluate how far our conclusions can be generalized. Studying the behavior of the automatic techniques to recover atomic components gave us ideas on how the recall rate of the approaches can be improved. Firstly, we can filter out certain patterns, as discussed in Section 6.3, from the list of candidates for each technique in order to reduce the number of false positives. Secondly, we can combine the techniques. An example is the combination of Internal Access and Part Type, i.e., to consider the part type relationship only if there is an internal access to the container type, for only then could the part type be inserted into the container type. Another example is filtering out "dissimilar" routines in terms of the similarity metric in a post analysis of the candidates of the other techniques. Thirdly, there is a good chance of improvement if we have the human in the loop right from the beginning. So far the scenario for using the analyses has been a more batch-oriented one: The analyses propose all their candidates and then the user browses the whole list and validates each candidate. An alternative usage scenario is that the techniques propose the 5 most promising candidates (either by agreement of the techniques or in terms of the similarity metric) which are then validated by the user. The user's decision is fed back into the analyses which then yield the next 5 candidates, obeying the previous user decisions. This usage scenario maintains a high accuracy from the beginning and allows for more accurate results to be produced in the next step. Finally, there are further potential improvements by using data flow analysis. For example, by means of data flow analysis, it is possible to check whether a part type parameter is actually put into a container. And data flow analysis offers the possibility of searching for more specific patterns. For example, a routine and a record type are more highly coupled when component values of the record play a major role in the control logic of updating other components of the record. However, using data flow analysis has higher computational costs. One advantage of the techniques investigated in this article is that they can be easily and efficiently applied.
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Notes
The number of recovered ADTs and ADOs reported here differ from those reported in previous papers [Gira97b, Gira97c, Gira98] for the following reasons:
• We discovered minor improvements to the automatic identification techniques: -Our former implementation of Part Type did not take recursive type definitions into account.
-The previous approach of Internal Access did not consider application of standard operators to base types as internal access. Furthermore, the previous implementation did not follow multiple levels of indirection while identifying internal accesses. As a result, some internal accesses were ignored. -The previous implementation of Delta IC merged the produced atomic components which overlapped; in this article, these atomic components are merged only if they overlap by more than 70%.
• We resolved overlapping atomic components in the reference sets for Aero and Bash and then reviewed the corrected reference components with the software engineers for Bash.
• The strategy of filtering atomic components that contain only two elements or more than 75 elements  which has been proposed in our previous articles  has been implemented. As a result, the number of false positives and the recall rates decreased for some of the techniques.
